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                The Problems of Philosophy

                
 by   Bertrand Russell 
The Problems of Philosophy, written for the novice readers in mind, the author introduces to the reader many aspects of Philosophy.

Most important theories of world famous philosophers like Plato, Aristotle, René Descartes, David Hume, John Locke, Immanuel Kant, G. W. F. Hegel and others are introduced by Bertrand Russell in an easy understand g..
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                The Mediaeval Mind

                
 by   Henry Osborn Taylor 
The Mediaeval Mind is an educational treatise written by the American scholar and historian Henry Osborn Taylor, whose other notable works include Greek Biology and Medicine, A Historian's Creed, A Layman's View of History, Freedom of the Mind in History, Human Values and Verities, Fact: The Romance of Mind, and The Classical Heritage of the Middle..
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                The Blossoms of Morality

                
 by   Richard Johnson 
The Blossoms of Morality written by Richard Johnson is intended for the amusement and instruction of young ladies and gentlemen.

As parents we all wanted to keep our children without experiencing the pain. It is a bitter fact that all kids of fortunate parents do not succeed in their life. The art of grooming our child is narrated throughout thi..
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                Democracy and Education

                
 by   John Dewey 
Democracy and Education written by John Dewey is a book on introduction to the Philosophy of Education. John Dewey an American Philosopher who is an influential personality of the education and social reform. A critic of the great philosophers, he commented Rousseau's philosophy as overemphasizing the individual and Plato's philosophy as overe..
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                Cambridge and its Story

                
 by   Charles William Stubbs 
Cambridge and its Story is written by Charles William Stubbs, a English historian and Bishop of Oxford. While there are many historical works are written in the literary world, one could expect why not a historical book about an entity which has created the literary world. Perhaps this book could be one among them which narrates the story of t..
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                Sex in Education

                
 by   Edward H. Clarke 
Sex in Education is written by Edward H. Clarke. This book should not be confused as sex education.

The author explores the biased nature of man and the society which does not treat women in equality to men. Women is not inferior to men in anyway neither physiologically nor clinically. Like any other sphere, this biased nature of not treating wo..
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                Dr. Montessori's Own Handbook

                
 by   Maria Montessori 
Doctor Montessori's Own Handbook, a practical guide to the didactic materials developed by Maria Tecla Artemesia Montessori, an Italian educator whose educational methods have been implemented in schools around the world. Notable works of the author includes Pedagogical Anthropology, Scientific Pedagogy as Applied to Child Education in the Children..
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                Emile, Or Treatise on Education

                
 by   Jean Jacques Rousseau 
Emile, Or Treatise on Education is written by Jean-Jacques Rousseau, a Genevan philosopher whose writings influenced the French revolution remembered for his works such as The Confessions, Basic Political Writings, The Political writings of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, and On the Origin of Language.

Emile Or Treatise on Education is a philosophical tr..
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